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   Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992)
   from Préludes
	 1	 	 Cloches	d’angoisses	et	larmes	d’adieu	 [9:33]

   Tristan Murail (b. 1947)
 2  Cloches d’adieu, et un sourire
	 	 	 (in	memoriam	Olivier	Messiaen)	 [4:05]

   Pierre Boulez (1925-2016)
   Douze Notations
	 3	 I.	 Fantasque-Modéré	 [0:51]
	 4	 II.	 Très	vif	 [0:28]
	 5	 III.	 Assez	lent	 [1:04]
	 6	 IV.	 Rythmique	 [0:34]
	 7	 V.	 Doux	et	improvisé	 [0:52]
	 8	 VI.	 Rapide	 [0:27]
	 9	 VII.	 Hiératique	 [1:20]
	 10	 VIII.	 Modéré	jusqu’à	très	vif	 [0:46]
	 11	 IX.	 Lointain-Calme	 [1:39]
	 12	 X.	 Mécanique	et	très	sec	 [0:24]
	 13	 XI.	 Scintillant	 [0:53]
	 14	 XII.	 Lent-Puissant	et	âpre	 [1:12]

   Olivier Messiaen
   Petites esquisses d’oiseaux
	 15	 I.	 Le	Rouge-gorge	 [2:32]
	 16	 II.	 Le	Merle	noir	 ]2:30]
	 17	 III.	 Le	Rouge-gorge	 [2:31]
	 18	 IV.	 La	Grive	musicienne	 [2:21]
	 19	 V.	 Le	Rouge-gorge	 [2:52]
	 20	 VI.	 L’Alouette	des	champs	 [2:14]

   Michel Merlet	(b.	1939)
 21  Jeu de quartes*	 [5:28]

   Michel Merlet
   Passacaille et fugue, Op. 36*
	 22	 I.	 Passacaille	 [4:52]
	 23	 II.	 Fugue	 [4:17]

   Olivier Messiaen
   from Vingt Regards sur l’Enfant-Jésus
	 24	 	 Regard	de	l’Esprit	de	joie	 [9:47]

	 	 	 Total	Time	=	63:44
   *World	Premiere	Recording  
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The Music

I n January of 1941 Olivier Messiaen premiered his Quatuor pour la fin du Temps 
for an audience of German soldiers and his fellow prisoners at Stalag VIIIA, a  
German prisoner-of-war camp in Görlitz, Silesia. Just a few months later in May, 

Messiaen entered a classroom at the Paris Conservatoire and, in the words of Yvonne  
Loriod, “absolutely captivated” his new students with his harmonic analysis of Debussy’s  
Prélude à l’après midi d’un faune, which he played at the piano from a study score he 
had carried with him throughout his imprisonment. His fingers were still swollen from 
his time in the prison camp just months before, but nevertheless, his students were 
amazed at the beautiful sounds he was able to create. Although this was not Messiaen’s 
first teaching assignment—before the war he had taught at both the Schola Cantorum 
and the École Normale de Musique in Paris—this simple beginning at the Conservatoire 
launched what was to become one of the most influential and productive teaching careers 
in the 20th century. Messiaen began with these harmony classes, later teaching analysis, 
and only towards the latter part of his teaching life was he given a composition class at 
the Conservatoire. 
 Regardless of the course, scores of budding composers attended both these classes 
and Messiaen’s private sessions held at the home of his former fellow-soldier Guy 
Bernard-Delapierre. His early private students, whom Messiaen often taught for free, 
called themselves “Les Flèches,” or “The Arrows” because, according to Loriod “like 
all young people, we imagined that we were going to revolutionize the world and we 
were shooting these arrows in every sense.” Messiaen taught an international group of 
students who would go on to be influential composers and musical leaders, including 
William Bolcom, Yvonne Loriod, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Jean Barraqué, Peter Maxwell 
Davies, Alexander Goehr, Oliver Knussen, George Benjamin, Gyorgy Kurtag, Iannis 
Xenakis, Quincy Jones, and the three composers on this recording. 

 Crucially, Messiaen prioritized creating an open atmosphere of learning whereby 
each student felt free to take what they could from the class and make it their own. He 
had no interest in creating “little Messiaens” (in fact, he sometimes hesitated to show 
the class his own works for fear of inviting imitation). Instead, he generously supported 
students whose opinions and styles were in opposition to his own. Pierre Boulez, one of 
Messiaen’s early students who wasn’t afraid to express differences of opinion with his 
teachers, describes “that sudden feeling of attraction to a master of whom one knows, 
with an explicable sense of certainty, that it is he, and only he, that is going to reveal 
you to yourself. He sees and listens, understands the clashes of the pupil’s personality 
as he tried to discover himself in a fog of contradictions and resentments. The master is 
prepared to accept ingratitude and injustice, rebuffs and rebelliousness, if these reactions 
mean the momentary loss of the pupil in order to establish him firmly as an original, 
independent personality.” As a result, each of his students created music that stands apart 
from Messiaen’s and their fellow classmates. 
 Written in 1928-29 while Messiaen was still a student at the Paris Conservatoire, 
his Huit Préludes were his first published work. They show the influence of the piano 
writing of Debussy, Ravel, and Liszt, while at the same time already distinctly revealing 
Messiaen’s individual voice. Throughout each of the eight pieces, he uses his own modes 
of limited transposition (a largely invented system of scales resulting in unconventional 
harmonies), symmetrical rhythmic patterns, and rapid, kaleidoscopically-changing 
chords that would be featured again in many later works. The sixth prelude, Cloches 
d’angoisses et larmes d’adieu (Bells of Anguish and Tears of Farewell), begins with a 
single-note bell serving as the heartbeat of the piece. This is punctuated by clusters of 
dense chords, creating a myriad of sound-colors. Messiaen’s synesthesia (in his words 
“I see colours when I hear sounds”) would undoubtably have turned these chords into a 
rainbow of colors. Following a tense buildup of chords, the piece gives way to a more 
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to look more deeply at the nature that had so entranced him as a boy, specifically to the 
songs of birds. After intense study of birds and their music, which Messiaen faithfully 
transcribed in the wild and from recordings, he formed a new musical language that 
combined the building blocks of his personal musical style as seen in his earlier works 
with birdsong. To Messiaen, birds were “God’s greatest musicians…our little servants 
of immaterial joy,” and their music was timeless and by its nature separate from the 
invented music of mankind. What better language to use? This new compound style 
was distinctly his own, and Messiaen remained true to this new path to the end of his 
life. After composing his magnus opus, the opera Saint François d’Assise, Messiaen’s 
surprised Yvonne Loriod in 1985 with a set of six short bird pieces for piano, Petites 
esquisses d’oiseaux (Small Bird Sketches). Messiaen decided to include three robins as 
#1, 3, and 5 (Loriod’s favorite songbird, which Messiaen had failed to include in his 
earlier piano pieces), as well as a blackbird (#2), a songthrush (#4), and a skylark (# 6). 
In these brief sketches Messiaen forgoes some of the landscape painting he utilizes in his 
earlier Catalogue d’oiseaux in lieu of a few choice chords, shimmering descents of notes 
in the robins, and the athletic sounds of the skylark. Taken alongside the early Prélude 
and the Regard, the breadth of Messiaen’s language of communication is both rich and 
remarkable. 
 When composer Tristan Murail heard of Messiaen’s passing in 1992, he responded 
with Cloches d’adieu, et un sourire…in memoriam Olivier Messiaen (Bells of Farewell, 
and a Smile…). Murail’s tribute to his former teacher (he studied in Messiaen classes 
in the late 1960s) uses clanging bells in what Murail expert Marilyn Nonken calls a 
“polyphony of resonances.” Murial’s bells don’t build sequentially in quite the same way 
that Messiaen’s do, but rather come in waves, ebbing at the piece’s conclusion, where 
Murail quotes the final three pitches of Messiaen’s prelude, this time surrounded by 
subtle halos of sound. 

ethereal and calm mood, transporting us out of the struggle of the beginning into a  
feeling of timelessness. 
 At the beginning of 1944, Messiaen was approached to write twelve short piano 
pieces to be inserted in between the readings of Maurice Toesca’s poems on the nativity 
of Jesus for a radio program. The oft-ambitious Messiaen replied with his largest work 
to date, Vingt Regards sur l’Enfant-Jesus (Twenty Gazes on the Infant Jesus), a stun-
ning, two-hour set of twenty pieces that not only stands alone from the humble origin 
suggested by the commission but forms one of the most daring works for the piano from 
the 20th Century. The Vingt Regards explore various aspects of the Virgin birth, from 
the standpoint of the shepherds, angels, and the Virgin Mary herself to that of God the 
Father and the Holy Spirit. The Vingt Regards represents an immense challenge to any 
pianist because of the incredible technical demands and musical sensitivity required.  
The tenth movement, “Regard de l’Esprit de joie” (“Regard to the Spirit of Joy”), depicts 
the joy exhibited by the Holy Spirit at the birth of Jesus. Messiaen combines diverse 
musical elements: his interest in Gregorian plainchant (reconceived as a rapid-fire 
opening passage), chains of cluster chords in both hands, and a brief spurt of birdsong 
before the raucous conclusion. Grounding all of this are two musical motifs: the Theme 
of Joy—first heard in the left hand after the early plainchant passage and heard again 
in a resounding chorale at the piece’s midpoint—and the Theme of God, which makes 
appearances in several other key movements in the Regards. Just as much as this boister-
ous movement commemorates the Virgin birth, it celebrates the abundant musical gifts 
of Yvonne Loriod, the early Messiaen student who quickly became Messiaen’s muse and 
eventually his wife and greatest champion.
 In the 1950s Messiaen experienced several personal and professional crises.  
Alexander Goehr remembers Messiaen declaring to his students “We are all in a profound  
night, and I don’t know where I am going; I’m as lost as you.” Messiaen’s answer was 
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speeds in all three voices as both theme and texture. The fugue begins with the same 
theme played nearly unrecognizably in rapid notes and at times even presents the theme 
forward, backwards, and in reverse concurrently.  
 In dealing with the relationship between Messiaen and his students, I can’t help but 
think of my own teachers. During my time as a college student, my teacher, Laurence 
Morton, gave me my first piece by Messiaen, one of the Vingt Regards, starting me on 
my journey with this music. I quickly started devouring more of Messiaen’s music, and 
in 2008, Messiaen’s centenary year, I embarked on a project to perform all of Messiaen’s  
solo piano repertoire, starting with the Vingt Regards. Inevitably, I also became fascinat-
ed with Messiaen the teacher and the wealth of repertoire written by his students. I was 
fortunate to have the chance to interview and work with both Pierre Boulez and Michel 
Merlet (a relationship that happily continues to this day in the case of Merlet). I can’t 
forget Boulez’s surprisingly gentle manner and desire for me to find as much lyricism as 
possible in the Douze Notations and to be careful not to play the notoriously difficult  
6th movement (marked Rapide) too fast. Merlet recounted to me that each student in 
Messiaen’s class was responsible for a specific Greek rhythm, which they had to use 
when knocking on Messiaen’s door, thereby letting him know which student was at the 
door. I am grateful to both of these composers for their help in realizing their music  
and for serving in their own ways as my teachers, making me feel that much closer  
to Messiaen. 

—© 2019, Matthew Odell 

 One of Messiaen’s earliest students at the Conservatoire, Pierre Boulez became one 
of the leading figures in music as an author, educator, and most notably as a composer 
and conductor. His Douze Notations (Twelve Notations) was written while still a student 
and reflects his adoption of the twelve-tone technique taught by René Leibowitz. Each 
of the twelve pieces is twelve measures long and uses the same series of twelve notes. 
Within this construct Boulez finds remarkable variation, with each miniature having its 
own mood and distinct style. Interestingly, Douze Notations was premiered by Yvette 
Grimaud in 1946 and was dedicated to Serge Nigg. Grimaud and Nigg were Boulez’ 
contemporaries at the Conservatoire and fellow students in Messiaen’s class. 
 Michel Merlet studied at the Paris Conservatoire in the classes of Tony Aubin and 
Messiaen. In 1966 he was awarded the Prix de Rome, and since that time his works have 
been performed globally. He has taught at the Paris Conservatoire as well as the Schola 
Cantorum and the École Normale de Musique. Merlet’s Jeu de quartes (1973) is the re-
sult of a play on words and an homage to Stravinsky’s Jeu de cartes. Instead of the latter 
“card game,” Merlet’s piece of the same pronunciation but different spelling is a “game 
of fourths.” The interval of a fourth is treated both melodically and harmonically. Wide 
chords of stacked fourths stretch the pianist’s hands to the limit, and fourths in various 
configurations create complex textures through which the piece’s winding melody 
shines through. Merlet explores the resonant capabilities of the piano near the work’s 
conclusion, with the sostenuto pedal being used to sustain certain sounds while allowing 
shadows of other sounds to remain. 
 In his Passacaille et fugue, Op. 36, (Passacaglia and Fugue), Merlet creates an 
homage to another influential teacher and composer—Tony Aubin—by building the 
work’s theme around Aubin’s name. Merlet assigns a letter of the musical alphabet 
to each letter of Aubin’s name, resulting in a theme of E—A-flat—G—B-flat—A—
F-sharp—B—C—A-flat. Merlet uses the theme throughout the passacaille at various 
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a group he founded in 2004. He has worked with many prominent composers, including 
Pierre Boulez, John Corigliano, Ned Rorem, Mark Adamo, Michel Merlet, and  
Robert Aldridge. 
 Mr. Odell’s special love of the art song repertoire has resulted in many recitals 
with singers from around the world, including the British bass-baritone John Shirley-
Quirk and members of the Metropolitan Opera. For five years he served on the coaching 
faculty of the Académie internationale d’été in Nice, France, and he has performed in the 
Marilyn Horne Foundations’s festival The Song Continues at Carnegie Hall. At Lincoln 
Center he has presented a tribute to baritone Pierre Bernac as well as the complete songs 
of Barber and Duparc. He is a founding member of The Hampton Trio and Acacia Music 
and has collaborated with a wide array of musicians, including clarinetist Charles 
Neidich and pianist Peter Hill.
 Mr. Odell currently teaches at The Juilliard School and frequently presents master 
classes, workshops, and lectures at professional conferences and universities throughout 
the U.S and Europe. In May 2010 he graduated with a doctoral degree from The Juilliard 
School, where he studied with Margo Garrett, Jonathan Feldman, and Brian Zeger. He 
studied further with Marian Hahn at the Peabody Conservatory of Music, graduating Pi 
Kappa Lambda with both a master of music degree and a graduate performance diploma 
in piano performance and with Laurence Morton at Bob Jones University. He also 
worked with Karl-Heinz Kämmerling at the Mozarteum in Salzburg, Austria and with 
Ann Schein at the Aspen Music School. 
 For more information, visit www.matthewodell.com. 

The Performer
The American pianist Matthew Odell began his studies 
at the age of 10 and has since won acclaim for perfor-
mances of a wide range of repertoire as a solo recitalist, 
soloist with orchestra, and chamber musician. He has 
been hailed as “excellent” by the New York Times and 
“brilliant ... playing with total commitment and real aban-
don” by Gramophone. Highlights of past concert seasons 
include such diverse projects as Messiaen’s Des canyons 

aux étoiles... with David Robertson and the Juilliard Orchestra for the reopening of  
Alice Tully Hall, a performance in the New York Philharmonic’s Stravinsky Festival, 
and a tour of concerts, lectures, and masterclasses in England, France, and Spain. Recent  
concerts have featured the complete solo piano works of Olivier Messiaen, Pierre 
Boulez, Elliott Carter, John Adams, and Michel Merlet. 
 In addition to performances in Weill Recital Hall and Zankel Hall at Carnegie  
Hall, Alice Tully Hall, Merkin Hall, and the 92nd Street Y in New York, Mr. Odell  
has appeared at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C., St. Martin-in-the-Fields in 
London, and at venues in Boston, Chicago, Miami, Paris, Moscow, St. Petersburg, 
Taipei, and Helsinki. He has also performed at the Aspen Music Festival, the European 
American Musical Alliance in Paris, New York’s Focus! Festival, the La Gesse Festival 
in Toulouse, France, Nuits musicales and Concerts du cloître in Nice, France, and the 
Rohm International Music Festival in Kyoto, Japan. 
 A passionate advocate of the music of our time, Mr. Odell frequently premieres 
works written for him. He has performed contemporary repertoire with the New  
Juilliard Ensemble, AXIOM, Peabody Camerata, and the American Art Song Festival,  
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   Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992)
   from Préludes
 1  Cloches d’angoisses et larmes d’adieu [9:33]

   Tristan Murail (b. 1947)
 2  Cloches d’adieu, et un sourire
   (in memoriam Olivier Messiaen) [4:05]

   Pierre Boulez (1925-2016)
   Douze Notations
 3 I. Fantasque-Modéré [0:51]
 4 II. Très vif [0:28]
 5 III. Assez lent [1:04]
 6 IV. Rythmique [0:34]
 7 V. Doux et improvisé [0:52]
 8 VI. Rapide [0:27]
 9 VII. Hiératique [1:20]
 10 VIII. Modéré jusqu’à très vif [0:46]

 11 IX. Lointain-Calme [1:39]
 12 X. Mécanique et très sec [0:24]
 13 XI. Scintillant [0:53]
 14 XII. Lent-Puissant et âpre [1:12]

   Olivier Messiaen
   Petites esquisses d’oiseaux
 15 I. Le Rouge-gorge [2:32]
 16 II. Le Merle noir ]2:30]
 17 III. Le Rouge-gorge [2:31]
 18 IV. La Grive musicienne [2:21]
 19 V. Le Rouge-gorge [2:52]
 20 VI. L’Alouette des champs [2:14]

   Michel Merlet (b. 1939)
 21  Jeu de quartes* [5:28]

   Michel Merlet
   Passacaille et fugue, Op. 36*
 22 I. Passacaille [4:52]
 23 II. Fugue [4:17]

   Olivier Messiaen
   from Vingt Regards sur l’Enfant-Jésus
 24  Regard de l’Esprit de joie [9:47]

   Total Time = 63:44

   *World Premiere Recording  
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